### Saturday 18th March Visit Day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9.00-9.30 | Arrival and Registration<br>
*Tea and coffee refreshments*                                                   | Management School Reception                   |
| 9.30-10.15 | Campus Tour<br>
Interactive Business Challenge Sessions<br>
Bloomberg Showcase                                                                 | Management School Hub Café<br>
Management School Lecture Theatre 2/3<br>
Breakout Space<br>
Bloomberg Lab                                                                 |
| 10.30-11.15 | *Session for Parents* (Lecture Theatre 1)<br>
Welcome to LUMS<br>
Professor Niall Hayes<br>
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies                                                      | *Session for Students* (Lecture Theatre 3)<br>
Welcome to LUMS<br>
*LUMS Student Ambassadors*                                                                |
|           | Fees and Finance<br>
Accommodation and the Colleges<br>
Rebecca Heron<br>
Undergraduate Recruitment Manager                                                            | Life and study at Lancaster<br>
Accommodation and the Colleges<br>
Fees and Finance<br>
Q&A                                                                                     |
| 11.30-12.30 | Subject Talks                                                                 | Lecture Theatre 1<br>
Economics<br>
Business Analytics and Consultancy<br>
Management Mathematics                                                                     | Lecture Theatre 2<br>
Business Studies<br>
Lecture Theatre 2<br>
International Business Management<br>
Management Studies and European Languages                                                   | Lecture Theatre 4<br>
Management and Entrepreneurship<br>
Charles Carter A17                                                                        | Lecture Theatre 1<br>
Accounting and Finance<br>
Lecture Theatre 8                                                                          | Lecture Theatre 2/3 Breakout Space<br>
Bloomberg Showcae<br>
Bloomberg Lab                                                                               |
| 12.30-1.00 | Lunch<br>
Interactive Business Challenge Sessions<br>
Bloomberg Showcase                                                                       | Lecture Theatre 1<br>
1.00-2.00 | Careers, Placements, Employability                                                                  | Lecture Theatre 1<br>
2.00-3.00 | Campus Tour<br>
Interactive Business Challenge Sessions<br>
Bloomberg Showcase                                                                       | Management School Hub Café<br>
Management School Lecture Theatre 2/3 Breakout Space<br>
Bloomberg Lab                                                                               |